
Meeting #8 Minutes (6-26-22)

CHECK-INS
● Avian: We will be included in the FSU Homecoming events, flier, and schedule

○ Need to get things sorted out with Nole Central
○ Race insurance: probably the same people as last year

● Alexa: I started reaching out to people for potential sponsors
○ Talking to someone right now who has done work with us before with Loot Crates
○ Stay tuned for more sponsors to come
○ Spoke with Natalie about making a post to see if people want to sponsor through a

link
● Natalie: I made the poster to promote the 5k, made it with the FSU spear where there is a

potential copyright issue; can make another design if there are any issues with that
○ I talked with Alexa about making a sponsorship post

● Alexis: I finished a prototype of the logo animation for a teaser trailer
○ I have updated a list of people to email in other chapters, will send out this week

for reference in the future
● Alexea: I’m pretty sure we’ve picked out vendors for the shirts, medals, and chip-timing

services
○ We’re gonna do the logo on one side of the medal with the spear and MCATDT

on one side of the medal lanyard
○ My next task is sorting out the boxes and materials that go in; We should have

enough boxes for virtual packs

Poster Spear Discussion: it has a great look
● See if there is another design we can use as a back-up
● We might be fine to use the spear since we aren’t selling anything with the poster

○ That said, we are putting a link for people to register with on the poster
● We could contact someone with FSU PR to ask for permission to use the spear

TASKS
● Sponsor - keep working on reaching out for sponsors, Race Directors and Asst. Members

will help if needed
● PR - Avian will get you in touch with/get you info from Lion’s Club in order to make a

post to promote their goal with helping through the 5k
○ Contact the university to see if we can get permission to use the spear

● Reg - the boxes will have the same dimensions as before, hunt down the email from when
we previously ordered the boxes to confirm what the dimensions were

● Volunteer - Keep working on volunteer slips for info collection use when the time comes,
look into past drum majors/conductors that could help conduct the pep bands


